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'iome time in late June, the U.S. Congress
is expected to pass the so-called Immigration
and Reform Control Act of 1983. Promoted
by the media and its supporters as a liberal
"reform", the bill-better
known as the
Simpson/Mazzoli Bill-is designed to control ·
th e "out of hand" problem of "illegal"
alien s entering this country every year.
An examination of the actual content
of t:ie Simpson/Mazzoli Bill, however ,
will show that it represents a major threat
lo t he rights of immigrant communities
and workers.
MAJOR PROVISIONSOF SIMPSON/MAZZOLI

The Simpson/Mazzoli Bill contains five
major provisions:
o Limitations on Immigration:
An overall
limit of 425,000 immigrants would be allowed
to come into the U.S. annually. This would
eliminate the unlimited immigration of

immediate relatives (spouses and childrer)
of U.S. citizens and permanent residcnt i;..
This
provision
does
not
take
in to
consideration the economic a.nd politic al
reasons for immigration into the U.S. ,
particularly
those from countries such
as El Salvador, Philippines, anu Mexico.
It also focuses
mainly on non-white
immigrants,
while
proposed
House
amendments would actually allow people
from Western European countries to travel
here without visas.
• Legalization:
This provision would
allow undocumented immigrants
already
in the U.S. to seek legal status and remain
in the U.S. However, the immigrant will
have to prove continuous residence from
a certain dat_e set by Congress . The Senate
proposes that any "undocumented" im.migrant
who can prove continuous · residence in
the U.S. since 1977 may get permanent
status, but no guarantee is provided. For
those who have lived here after 1977, a
3-year temporary status . may be given
after which they may apply for permanent
residency.
However, all undocumented
immigrants who obtain legal status will
nQt be eligible for public benefits for another
three years after they become permanent
residents should they ever need it.
• Temporary Workers:
While cutting
back on permanent immigration, the bill
would streamline procedures for employers
to request unskilled, temporary workers
(H-2 workers).
Temporary workers are
"ideal" from the point of view . of the
employers.
They have to accept the
"conditions set by the employers. 11 They
are temporary, have no rights and are,
therefore, difficult to organize into unions.
They must pay taxes, yet cannot receive
public benefits, unemployment compensation,
etc., nor are they allowed to bring their
family with them. Historically, temporary
workers have been recruited to be used
to break strikes. ,
(continued to p. 12) •
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EDJTORJAL-EDITORIAL-EDITORIAL

W~Ll THE FUTURE BE THE SAME AS THIE PAST?
OFCC's 25th Anniversary
The upcoming Oahu l?ilipino Community
Council (OFCC) Convention set for June
10-11, marks the 25th anniversary of the
organization since its founding in 1958.
The theme of this year's convention is
"WORKING TOGETHER ON OUR AGENDA
FOR THE FUTURE.

11

However, given the dubious and lackluster
25-year history of one of the Filipino community's oldest organizations,
this year's
theme may well be just the latest in a
long list of nice-sounding phrases the OFCC
has annually put together for its conferences.
Perhaps our comments on the history
and practice of the OFCC will not be welcomed in many quarters of the community
due to its direct and sharp style of criticism.
However, as active members of the community, we share the view that an honest reexamination of the OFCC is vitally needed
if it is to become a viable organization
for Filipinos in Hawaii. We welcome your
comments.
THE TRADITION OF PROGRESSIVE LEADERSHIP IN THE FILIPINO COMMUNITY

Hawaii's Filipino community has had
a long and rich tradition of leaders who
have championed the burning issues and
concerns of their day. Being mostly of
working class background, the history of
Filipinos in Hawaii is rooted in the islands'
labor movement since the 1920's. Many
militant and progressive leaders sprang
from the ranks of this great social movement.
From Pablo Manlapit, who founded the

Filipino unions in the l 9201s, Antonio Taok
and Cecilio Basan in the 1930's, to Saturnino
Racela, Constantine Samson, Simeon Bagasol,
Abe Palakay, Abe Palakay, Pedro de la
Cruz, Antonio Rania, and Carl Damaso
in the 1940's and 50's, who helped build
the IL WU. and thus us~er in an era of greater
democracy in the islands, Filipinos contributed to the social and political advances
in Hawaii.
As early as th e 1930's, however, the Hawaii
Sugar Planters Association, together with
the Philippine Labor Commissioner (the
predecessor of t he Philippine Consulate),
set up rival organizations among the Filipinos
in order to counteract the influence of
these militant labor leaders. Often, these
took the form of Filipino-only community
organizations bas ed solely on narrow regional
loyalties or nationalism , while obstructing
efforts to unite th e multi-racial and multiethnic workforce on the plantations.
The influf ence of conservative Philippine
Labor Commissioners, such as the notorious
Cayetano Ligot, were encouraged by the
HSPA. Filipino community leaders were
told to be "grateful for their jobs" and
to "not bite the hands that feeds them."
The message w,µ; clear: "Don't get involved
in controversial issues" and "Don't rock
the boat."
Again, in the late 1950 1s 1 similar efforts
were made to roll back labor's presence
and the influence of the IL WU in the Filipino
(continued to p. 3)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-LE'M'ERS TO THE EDITOR-LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-LETTERS TO THE EDJTOR-LETTHRS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
My family and I really like the TI PROGRESIBO ever since we received our first
copy at the "Tl MANGYUNA11 show in
Honokaa two years ago. Living here in
Kone, . we don't get many opportunities
to get involved in Filipino community affairs
statewide.
But thanks to you folks you
keep us informed_ about what's going on.
Salamat, Cora David (Kona, Hawaii)
Dear Editor,
:he TI PROGRESJBO has been very informu~1ve. I especially enjoy your cultural
pieces. I know it costs money to put out
the paper, so here's $10.00 to help. Hope~ully, ":1Y
small contribution may help you
m getting the paper out more often and
more consistently.
Cordially, Jim Antonio (Kapaa, Kauai)
[Thanks for your compliment on our cultural
pieces, and your contribution will hopefuUy
help in getting the TP out "more often
and consistently".
Finan ces has been the
m~st d,ifficult obstacle to the TP's publishing.
Editor.]

EDITORIAL
BOARD
Dean Alegado
Co-Editor
Atanacio San Nicolas
Assoc. Editor
Paulino Flores
Art/Graphic Editor
TI PROGRESIBOis published 6 times
annually, by the Union of Democratic
Filipinos
(Katipunan Demokratikong
Pillpino,
KDP). The KDP is a nation. wide socialist
organization
de·dicated
to educating nnd organizing the Filipino community for its political
rig h ts, as well as supporting antiimperialist
struggles
in the Philippines and other parts of the world.

LETTERSTO EDITOR
The TI PROORESIBOwould like to hear
your views about our articles,
CODlmentaries,
or format,
Tell us what
you think--write
to:

TI PROGRESIBO
P.O. BOX 17381
HONOLULU,HI 96817
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OFCC
s 25th J.'.nrdversary •••

(from p. 2)
community
by
setting
'.lP alternative
organizations.
Due to the anti-communist
1:1ttacks during this "Cold War" period,
progressive-minded
Filipinos were forced
out of active invvlvement in the life of
the community.
ENTER THE OFCC OF ORGANIZATION

A DIFFERENT KIND

And, in 1958 we saw the birth of the
OFCC, marking the beginning of a new
generation of Filipino community leadership.
This new crop of Filipino community leaders,
which has held the reins in the OFCC from
the late 1950 1s until today, tended to be
more politically conservative. The activities
became predominantly
cultural and social
in character,
often avoiding politically
cont1·oversial and conservative issues.
Throughout the 1960's and l970's, the
larg.~ · community nationwide was swept
into debate and activities
on important
issues addressed by the civil rights, peace
and anti-war
movements.
In contrast,
the activities
of the Filipino commµnity
were limited to such educationally enlightening and time-consuming events as 5eauty
queen contests and extravagant banquents
at expensive hotel ballrooms.

***

AGGAPU

KHNNI SAMTOY

Today, difficult and complex issues and
problems continue to confront the Filipino
community.
Some of the problems are
similar to the past and many of the issues
are new. However, today's Fillipino community is more dive1·se in social and economic
background. It is equally made up of Hawaiiborn and raised Filipinos and a large immigrant population.
According to the 1980
census, Filipinos now number some 135,000,
making them almost 14% of the state population.
NEW FILIPINO PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT

Today, many Filipinos are seeldng progressive leadership
which could address the
issues and problems facing them. A growing
number of committed Filipino organizations
and individuals have emerged in recent
years. This developing new consciousness
is an indirect response to the political
inaction and passivity of organization in
the community like the OFCC.
We in the KDP are committed to helping
build a ()rogressive direction for the community. And we are not alone. We are part
of a progres::.ive trend among Filipinos
in the community.
Other groups include
the People Against Chinatown Eviction
(continued to p. 11)
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Representative
Gene Albano was recently
a featured speaker at a "recognition 11 dinner
for Herman "Gerry" Rojo, who announced
his candidacy for the OFCC presidency.
The community was once again able to
witness Rep. Albano's leadership in action.
I, unfortunately,
did not have the honor
to greet him in person. But in-between
the handshakes and kisses, I did have the
benefit of hearing him speak.
Gene's witty warm-up "remarks" were
most "stimulating"!
He shared his wisdom
regarding the "difference between a bicycle
and a women .... one you pump before you
ride, the other you ride before you -!"
He told another talc about an "Italian rapist."
However, due to cditorinl policy , I was
told to censor it completely.
Rumor has it that he may lose the women's
vote because his remark!-. were 11sexist! 11
(And as for his remarks about Italians,
it may not matter since there aren't too
many in Kalihi.) Now I assure you these
rumors are totally unfounded since these
same 11rumor-mongerers"
completely take
Gene's remarks out of context!
It was
clear to me that the sole intent of such
humor was to "entertain"
his audience.
Afterall, who wants to hear "our leaders"
give boring speeches about employment
discrimination,
bilingual education, immigrant rights, budget cut-backs, U.S. foreign
policy, et.al.

I, for one, was totally impressed. And
because of this writer's admiration
for
the example set by Rep. Albano, I, myself,
was seriously thinking of running for some
elective post. Afterall, if all it takes to
get elected is a few "dirty" jokes, did you
hear the one about •.•?

* * *
Our commendations to Rep. Al Lardizabal
for introducing and pushing the passage
of House Resolution (H.R.) 418, opposing
any U.S. military intervention in Central
America.
It's truly a rarity to see one
of our Filipino legislatures take a strong
stand against U.S. foreign policy. Hopefully,
some of Rep. Lardizabal's colleauges will
tai,e a cue from his stand, so he won't be
just another voice in the crowd. Hats off
to you Al, and keep up the good work!
Our commendations also go to Rep. Eloise
Yamashita-Tungpalan
for
pushing
H.R.
297, calling for n study of State of Hawaii's
hiring practices,
especially as it applies
to Filipinos, Hawaiians, Samoans, and other
minorities.
Although the study represents
a step in the right direction, it does not
recommend any measures to ensure enforcement of affirmative action, and is limited
to only state employment.
As for those
of us in the private sector, the fight against
inequality and discrimination is an on-going
battle .
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... the Freedom of Information Act documents showed
the FBI alone had 1,300 pages of files on the KD P ....

.

Previously
clas sified
documents
have confirmed that U.S. intelligence
agencies spied heavily on the Union
of Democratic
Filipinos (({DP) and
its leading members since its founding
in 1973.

extent
of U.S. government
spying
on the KDP:
o On June 15, 1976, an informant
supplied the FBI a "graphic and detailed
report" on the internal layout of the
KDP national headquarters in Oakland.

The group's lawyers obtained
the
documents
through the Freedom of
Information
Act.
The search
was
made in connection with the Domingo
v. Marcos civil suit filed last September
by relatives and associates of Silme
Domingo and Gene Viernes, KDP members who were slain in June 1981 in
their trade union office in Seattle.

o An FBI report dated December
5, 1975 said that . an informant had
the impression
that the KDP was
"actively channelling funds and supplies
through
their
underground
contacts
to communist insurgents in the Philippines,U and that the KDP was "recruiting
military personnel in this function.
o An FBI informant
"provided his
personal
characterization
of
KDP
and 'Ang Katipunan' and stated that
the organization consists of a hardcore
cadre of at least 12 members in the
Bay Area.
The informant
identified
the following· named individuals who
are currently active members of the
KDP (names deleted]. 11
o An FBI agent noted thut [informant's
11
name
deleted]
was
exceptionally
candid and cooperative and oftentimes
volunteered
inform a tion
regarding
members of the KDP •... would be willing
to assist NVINTSER V (Naval Intelligence
Service) in a ny way possible if it would
serve the interests of the United States."

Charging top Philippine and U.S.
officials with conspiracy in the murders,
the suit seeks $30 million in punitive
damages.
It also seeks "injunctive
relief" to protect "anti-Marcos activists
of Filipino ancestry 11 from harassment,
surveillance
and physical intimidation
by Philippine
and U.S. intelligence
operatives.
The Philippine government is seeking
the suit's dismissal. The U.S. government is demanding immunity for Marcos
and for its sued officials, for "national
security and foreign policy" reasons.
To bolster the civil suit 1s demand
for a stop to the intelligence infiltration
and harassment
of the
U.S.-based
anti - Marcos movement, the plaintiffs
sent FOIA requests to the FBI, CIA,
U.S. Naval Intelligence and more than
a dozen U.S. agencies. With the findings ,
the plaintiffs also seek to strengthen
their claim that the Domingo/Viernes
murders
stemmed
from
U.S.-R.P .
intelligence operations.
The files handed over by the agencies
contain numerous deletions and distortions but nevertheless
reflect
the

Rene Crnz, 1Ang Katipunan' editor
and plaintiff in the civil suit stressed
that the files 11highlight the community's
vulnerability and its need to be protected
from surveillance, harassment tactics,
and assassinations
coordinated
from
the highest levels of both governnments. 11
KDP LEADERS SINGLED OUT

A socialist organization
of Filipino
nationals
and
Filipino-Americans,
the KDP also obtained FBI and Naval
(continued to p. 5)
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60 persons,
"including four former
senators,
who had been charged [by
the Marcos
regime]
with multiple
crimes against the state."

Gov't Spying on KDP
•••
(from p. 4)
intelligence
records
of the organization:

on key
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members

MELINDA
PARAS-Statement
on
the former KDP leader, filed by [FBI]
Special Agent A.E. Nowicke on June
15, 1976:
"Melinda PARRAS,
age
about
24,
Filipino-American,
who
currently resides at KDP Headquarters
in Oakland. She is perhaps, with the
exception of [name deleted], the most
influential member of the KDP ••••After
martial
law was declared
in the
Philippines, she was placed under house
arrest
by the Marcos government,
declared
persona non grata,
placed
aboard an aircraft and sent back to

The FOIA documents, which indicated
the FBI alone had 1,300 pages on the
KDP, also revealed
that files were
kept on other leading members of
the organization,
e.g. Geline Avila
and Leni Martin. They included passport
documents of slain activists Domingo
and Viernes. FBI files also contained
a number of news clippings from Seattle
publications
that
made mention of
Domingo's activities.
This newspaper was also mentioned
in the FBI informant's report of June
15, 1976 .describing "ANG KATIPUNAN
is the mouthpiece
of the KDP. It
is a monthly publication with special
additions [sic] when necessary."

Government Files Admit
Extensiv~ Spying
the United States.
She is currently
the political strategist,
as is [name
deleted) for KDP and has tremendous
influence in policy development.
She
is also a self-admitted
Communist
of the Marxist, Leninist, Mao Tsi-Tung
[sic] School."
GATHI
TACTAQUIN-Informant
to Special Agent A.E. Nowick at
Oakland, June 15, 1976:
Kathy TACTAQUIN, age about 25,
Filipino-American,
who resided
at
KDP Headquarters in Oakland up until
mid-April 1976, but who has since
moved, present address unknown. She
was at that time co-chairman of the
National
Secretariat
of
the
KDP ••••According to [name of informant
deleted] Kathy has been less active
in KDP activities
since she moved
from the KDP Headquarters and may
indicate her change in responsibility
in KDP. 11 [Ed. Note: To date, Cathi
Tactaquin
is a National
Executive
Board Member of the KDP .}
BRUCE OCCENA-State
Department
record revealed that the former KDP
leader was under surveillance
when
he travelled to Cuba. The files noted
REASON FOR LOOKOUT-"Pro-Castro
activist, Venceremos Group."
Some 200 pages of files on Cecena
were submitted by the FBI, describing
him as a dangerous "extremist."
At
one point, when an electrical installation
was bombed in a Bay Area suburb,
the FBI submitted
his name
for
investigative alert.
RENE . CRUZ-A Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) file on the cw·rent AK
editor, contained a news clipping from
'Bulletin Today', a Manila daily dated
December 8, 1980, naming him among

M-ARCOS SPIES ALSO ACTIVE

Philippine intelligence
agents have
also been surveilling the anti-Marcos
movement,
particularly
the
KDP,
rather
heavily.
Immediately
after
martial law was declared, a Philippine
consular
official
in Los
Angeles
"defected"
from government
ranks,
exposing a blacklist of 100 Filipino
and Filipino-Amercians whose activities
abroad
were
deemed
"detrimental
to the national interest."
The list
originated
from Intelligence
Service
of the Armed Forces (ISAFP), a notorious
military
intelligence
branch
based
in Manila. The list named a number
of individuals who later joined the
KDP ranks.
But is was a 1979 Senate subcommittee
hearing that exposed the biggest political
bombshell:
the Philippine Infiltration
Plan. As early as 1973, Marcos agents
reportedly
went on spy missions to
infiltrate
and even physically harass,
activists in the U.S.-based opposition
movement.
The Senate Committee on Government
Operations issued a report, classified
"Top
Secret-Sensitive,"
on
the
"Activities
of
Certain
Foreign
Intelligence Agencies in the U.S."
The report described the Philippine
intelligence
community as a "highly
structured
group
of
organizations
based in general on the American
model."
Among the
top agencies
mentioned were Security Agency {NISA);
the
Presidential
Security
Command
(PSC);
the
National
Bureau
of
(continued to p. ")
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Investigation (NBI); and the Intelligence
Service of the Armed Forces of the
Philippines (ISAFP).
The PSC 11contains the elite of the
Philippines in officers,
and the CIA
believes that action teams dispatched
abroad would likely include personnel
from its units."
According
to the Senate
report,
[Philippine
government]
attaches
who are stationed abroad, are authorized
to
conduct
clandestine
foreign
intelligence
and
counterintelligence,
although as a matter of practice, the
CIA believes that most such efforts
are overt.tr
11

The testimony of Los Angeles Consul
General Armando Fernandez at a court
hearing in the Philippines two years
ago on opposition activities
in the
U .s. inadvertently confirms this.
The Los Angeles consul testified
before Judge Ernanie Pano of the
Rizal Court of First Instance that
one of his functions in the ministry
nwas to monitor 11 organizations
in
the U.S. composed of Filipino-Americans
who
seek
to
overthrow
the
duly-constituted Philippine government.
The testimony
also revealed
that
Fernandez submitted several documents,
including a KDP "one-year plan. 11 (This
document is restricted
solely to KDP
members.)
When asked by Judge Pano whether
he was "supposed to submit a report
on the activities
of these various
organizations,1'
Fernandez
responded:
"Including periodic
reports ••.including
annexes, yes."
How
many
Filipino
intelligence
officers have been stationed
in the
U.S. is uncertain,
the Senate report
11
noted.
... It
is possible that many
more are present, the CIA does not
know, for example, whether the 19
who entered in 1973 have returned
to the Philippines or remained in the
U.S.
The FBI has no information
concerning their activities."
WHY KDP?

What made the KDP a special target
of sophisticated intelligence operations
by both
the
U.S. and Philippine
governments?
Since 1973, the KDP has represented
the most militant
and progressive
defense of the rights and interests
of the Filipino community m the United
States.
The KDP has stood in the

forefront of anti-imperialist
initiatives
against
the Marcos dictatorship
in
the Philippines, and in support of various
national
liberation
struggles
in the
world.
Aside from institutionalizing
protests
during
the
martial
law
anniversary
and support
campaigns
for Philippine political prisoners, the
KDP has led emergency actions against
visiting
Philippine
government
bureaucrats,
such as Imelda Marcos,
Cesar Virata, Juan Ponce Enrile, and
Marcos himself.
It has consistently
led campaigns against U.S. aid to the
regime. The KDP has openly declared
its support for the National Democratic
Front
through educationals,
medical
aid campaigns and fundraising drives.
On the home front, the KDP gained
prominence in San Francisco's celebrated
International
Hotel
struggle;
the
Narciso-Perez
Legal
Defense
Fund;
and Dr. Bienvenido
Alana's
racial
harassment suit against the U.S. Navy.
It led campaigns against racially-biased
licensure tests and procedures affecting
Filipino doctors and nurses as well
as campaigns
for low-cost
housing
in Seattle's Intemational
District and
Honolulu's Chinatown.
The Philippine
National Day nationwide celebrations
of June 12; the annual Far West
Conventions up and down the West
Coast; and unio11 struggles
such as
in Local 37 in Seattle have also been
identified with the KDP.
The emergence of the KDP
left-wing in the community drew
from
Philippine
consulates
conservative community leaders
the nation who have branded
KDP's activities as "communistic."

as the
attacks
and
across
all of

In Chicago where the anti-Marcos
movement led by the KDP attracted
much prominence, the local Philippine
Consulate
instigated
confrontationnl
activities
to the extent of physically
intimidating
anti-Marcos
activists,
In 1979, a boyfriend of a former KDP
member
was
approached
by
an
anonymous person who claimed
he
was "sent on a mission by Philippine
colonels and general."
Asked to spy
on the anti-martial
law movement,
he declined and reported the incident
to the Chicago KDP chapter.
Even
the
conservative
elements
within
the
anti-Marcos
opposition
feared the growth of KDP's influence
in the communitv.
In its May 19-25,
197 9 issue, Alex Esclamado's 'Philippine
News' sccoped" a so-called split among
leftist groups, headlined: "Rift Exposes
Red Tint of FFP, KDP. 11 The story
was meant to stir up a hornet''s nest
in the community and to smear the
organization.
The hoopla aimed at
isolating the KDP from the community
fizzled out just as quickly as it begun.
But the covert work of professional
intelligence
agents
apparently
did
(continued top. 7)
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are under the gun right now."

Gov1 t Spying on KDP
(continued to p. 6)

not cease. Just before his assassination
in June 1981, Gene Viernes told his
comrades his "feeling of being surveilled"
as he went to the Philippines and back
to make links with the Philippine labor
movement.
The secret surveillance of the KDP
precedes
the more overt
acts
of
harassment
that have come down on
the anti-Marcos
movement
in the
last two years. Still pending in Congress
are bills designed to facilitate
the
passage of an extradition treaty with
the
Marcos government.
A grand
jury in San Francsico is continuing
to probe the activities of persons linked
to the Movement for a Free Philippines.
This process wa~ spotlighted by FBI
raids on the house of Steve Psinakis
in search of bombing paraphelia allegedly
intended
for terrorist
activities
in
the Philippines.
in common with Psinakis
in opposition to U.S. foreign policy in the
Philippines,"
said Cathi Tactaquin,
"and
all movements
that
challenge the U.S.
foreign policy of intervention
"What

we have

• 7

regimes

She noted the threats of deportations,
extradition
or prosectution
through
the U.S. neutrality
act being waged
against
Salvadorans,
Haitians
and
Palestinians.
Reagan 1s new guidelines
allowing greater freedom for the FBI
to infiltrate
domestic
groups place
emphasis on organizations with suspected
links to foreign 11terrorist 11 movements.
The United States government wants
hand to stop movements abroad
that threaten its economic and military
position, Tactaquin said, "Movements
like ours here in the U.S. keep
generating
public criticism
and help
frustrate
the government 1s aim of
getting popular blessing for its foreign
policy of war and repression."
That,
she said, singles out these movements.
a free

KDP looks at the 'Domingo v. Marcos'
civil suit, especially its demand for
injunctive relief, as a major step in
def ending the Filipino section of the
anti-intervention
movement.
But the
KDP believes in linking up with other
movements
that are facing similar
situations.
Building a broader wall of defense
that can protect
the civil liberties
of everyone,
not just Filipinos, is
ultimately our community's best bet,"
Tactaquin concluded.
11

-FLASH-FLASHGRANDJURYTO INVESTIGATE ALBANO
Recent
news reports
have confirmell
the rumors that have been going around.
the Filipino community for many weeks:
that Rep. Gene Albano-D, from the 26th
House District,
is being investigated
by
the Oahu grand jury.
Besides Albano, two deputy voter registrar
- one of whom is Albano's wife- are among
50 persons who have been ordered to appear
before the Oahu grand jury. The grand
jury is investigating
allegations
of voter
registration fraud in the 26th District which
first surfaced during the election campaigns
last year.
According to the news reports, voters
who were signed up in the 26th District
didn't live there have directly linked-up
Albano to the voter registration fraud.
Albano allegedly
handed
blank voter
registration affidavits thata were pre-signed
by a voter registrar to persons who did
not live in the Iwelei-Kalihi Kai district,
but signed as voters there.

Desp{te the allegations
of fraud that
broke out ~uring the November 1982 election,
Albano defeated his Republican rival, Johnny
Verzon. He was allowed to sit as a member
of the House during the past legislative
session. Although some questions had been
raised about his seating, the House leadership
decided that because Albano had certificate
of election from the lieutenant governor's
office, they had no power to prevent him
from being seated.
A similar investigation of alleged voter
registration fraud in the 19th District resulted
in the indictment of a number of persons,
including Sen. Clifford Uwaine and 19th
District Democeratic candidate, Ross Segawa.
The maximum penalty for a person convicted of election fraud is up to two years
in 1,>rison and a $1,000 fine. If a person
convicted holds any office, either elective
or appointive, he or she must vacate the
position, according to law.
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US-RP RENEGOTIATE BASE AGREEMENT
Reagan To Give Marcos $900 Million For 5 Years
importance for the U.s. at the end of the
Vietnam War when the balance of power
shifted abruptly in Southeast Asia. Soviet
access to the excellent
US-built naval
facilities at Cam Ranh Bay presented new
worries to the U.S. military strategists.

The U.S. has recently agreed to give
Philippine
President
Ferdinand
Marcos
$900 million for the next five years as
11rent 11 for its bases in the Philippines.
To fully ap[)reciate the just-completed
"re-negotiat1on 11 of the US-RP bases agreement, an understanding
of the current
juncture
of U.S.-Philippine
relations
is
necessary to properly place the role of
the U.S. bases in the Philippines in the
context of the current U.S. global strategy
under the Reagan administration.

Since its defeat m • Vietnam, the U.S.
has maneuvered to regain its dominant
position in Asia. Key to this role are the
two huge military bases in the Philippines.
Clark and Sub1c for the axis of the American
offensive strategy in Southeast Asia and
the logistical hub for military deployment
in the Indian Ocean and as far as Eastern
Africa and the Middle East.

The question is: Why was the bases agreemen t renegotiated when the treaty, signed
in 1979, runs until 1991 and was not due
for a review for another two years (in 1985).
The answer, interestingly enough, lies not
so much in Manila as in Washington.

Spnngboards

for lnterventton
Ko,ea

THE PlllLIPPINE
STRATEGY

BASE AND U.S. GLOBAL

Marcos' visit to Washington last year
and the "renegotiations"
of the US-RP
bases agreement
come in the midst of
an agressive effort on the part of the Reagan
administration to re-establish U.s. political
and military
dominence
internationally.
The centerpiece of Reagan's counter-offensive strategy is its effort to gain military
superiority over the Soviet Union and to
halt the advance of national liberation
movements everywhere. The massive military build-up accompanied by huge cut-backs
in government spending for social programs
and the return to the Cold War mentality
are the clear signs of Reagan's foreign
and domestic policy.
All out support for repressive regimesfrom D'Aubuisson of El Salvador, Begin
of Israel, Botha of South Africa, and Marcos
of the Philippines-is
a major pillar of
this belligerent strategy.
In Washington's
view, these regimes are the only 11reliable 11
guardians of the political and economic
interests of the declining U.S. empire.
And then again, Ferdinand Marcos is
not just another dictator, nor is the Philippines just any piece of real estate.
This
American neo-colony of 50 million people
plays a vital role in U.S. defense strategy
in the region and globally.
Politics and geography determine
the
special character
of the Philippines for
the U.S. The elaborately equipped Subic
Naval Base is seen by U.S. defense analysts
as "probably the most important complex
in the world, if considered in terms of
the U.S. foreign of naval projection." Clark
Air Base, the largest air base in the world
outside of the continental U.S., is no less
impressive.
The Philippine

bases

took on additional

'·..

'>oulh

, Air , a

Doege, G.lfc,,,

,_
The importance of these bases in the
new U.S. global strategy was underscored
by Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger
during his tour of the region last year.
Weinberger aimed to reverse once and
for all any lingering notion created by
the U.S. debacle in Vietnam that the U.S.
is one the retreat in Asia. Militarily, this
new strategy views with utmost importance
the security of the critical sea lanes of
Southeast Asia leading to the Indian Ocean
and the Persian Gulf.
The U.S. regard s Soviet access to Vietnam's
military facilities
as a security
threat
to these vital sea lanes. Subic and Clark
are thus considered more important than
ever.
FERDINAND
MARCOS-A
RELIABLE
U.S. "ALLY" IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

The U.S. considers Marcos a reliable
security guard for these strategic bases,
an agent strong enough to deal with the
growing nationalist
opposition
which is
demanding their removal. It is not, therefore, surprising that the U.S. is willing
to pay Marcos, for being host par excellence,
consider amount of money as "rent 1' for
the bases.
(continued to p. 9)
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US-RPOases Agrf:!er.ient
•••
(from p. U)

U.S. Ambassddor
to the Philippines,
Michael Armacost assured Congress a few
months ago, the so-called renegotiations
11
does not anticipate
any obstacles. 11 And
as Armacost
predicted,
the talks went
smoothly, as an agreement
was reached
in a few weeks.

One very important
concern the U.S.
has is that a most vital military outpost
also happens to have the only remaining
viable national
liberation
movement
in
the Southeast Asian region. Although the
U.S. currently assess':!s that the Philippine
revolutionary
movement
docs not pose
an immediate
threat
to Marco3, it has
already conceded that the communist-led
New People's Army is the main strategic
force that poses the strategic
threat to
its interests in the Philippines.
Thus, the
Reagan administration
c;ho::,e the occasion
of the Marcos visit to WasMngton to reassert
its view that the U.S. b~ses are 11irreplaceable11 and it will not 11toleratc 11 any major
political change thatthreatens those bases.
This, then , is the overall context of the
just-concluded renP.gotiations and the current
U.S. concern over the problems faced by
the Marcos regime. Marcos has been unable
to check the momentum of the Philippine
revolutionary movement. The serious economic cri sis that Marcos faces is fueling
mass discontent which the Nat ional Democratic Front (ND.F), the united front of the
opposition movencnt,
has been ablel to
translate
into political gains.
The New
People's Army (NP A) has recently increased
its military capacit y to challenge the Philippine military.
The problem posed by the
revolutionary movem ent is further complicated by the uncerta inty that s till plagues
the succession process should Mncos die
or be incapacitated in the n ear fu t ure .
Marcos• plan for the succes :.;ion, which
hints on Imelda as the likely successor
and tokenly ele vates Prime Minister Cesar
Virata's political capacity,
is considered
unsatisfactory · by the U .G. Because of
its stsrategic
stakes, especially
in light
of its current strategy of counteroffensive,
the U.S. want~ to ensure that the succession
of political leadacrship does not become
a condition fot· major instability,
even
for only a brief period.
RENT FOR U.S. BASES TO FINANCE MARCOS' COUNTER-mSURGENCY CAMPAIGNS

-. Thus, in the current period, the thrust
of Reagan's full-backing of Marcos takes
the form - aside from its political and
diplomatic
sponsorship - of stepping up
the financial and technical assistance to
increase
the capacity
of the Philippine
military. The U.S., besides the $900 million
it will be giving Marcos for the use of the

bases, is allocating $147.7 million in military
aid and military-related
assistance to the
Philippines for the rest of 1983 and 1984.
This aid package emphasi _ze~ ~the f.un!}~ling
of military equipment to the Philippines
from planes and helicopters to land transportation,
communication
equipment,
etc.
The training of Philippine military personnel
in the U.S. has been currently budgeted
at $1.3 million (in addition to the $147.7
miL.ion}. The increase
in assistance
is
intended
to
modemize,
professionalize
and upgrade the PhilipE:)inearmed forces.
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Major US bases and installations
in the Philippines
D

Clark Field Air Base, Pampanga.

• Fort Stotscnbcrg, Pampanga.
• Mnrivdes Military Reservation, POL, Tcrmina and Training
Arca, Bataan.

• Camp John Hay Lc.iveand Recreation Center, Baguio.
a Army Communic:itionsSystem with the deletion of all stations
in the Port of Manila Area.
11 United States Forces Cemetery No . 2, S:in Francisco de!
Monte, Rizal.
P Angeles Gmcrnl Depot, Pnmpanga.
• Leytc-Sam:1rNaval B:ise including shore installations andair
blSCS .

D Subic Bay, Nonhwest

Shore Nav11IBase,Zamb:tlcsProvince,
and thi: c.xisting Naval rc,crvat ion :u Olongapo and the
existing Daguio Nilval Reservation.
• Tawi Tawi Naval Anchor.ii;eand slTIJIII
D<ijaccnt
land areas.
erCanacao-SangleyPoint Navy Ba~e,C:lvite Province.
a Bai;obantayTransmitter Arca, Quezon City, and associated
radio receiving ond control arc:is, Manila Arca.
u Tarumpitao Poim (Loron Moster Transminer Station),
Palawan.
a Talampulan Is12nd, Coast Guard No. 354 (Loran), Palawan.
a Naulc Point (Loran St:ition), Zambalcs.
a Castilleios, Coast Guard No. 356, Zambales.

(continued to p. 14)
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FILIPINOS & AFFIRMATIVE ACT ION:
The Strugglefor Equal Opportunityin Employmentin Hawaii
GliOUPHAS PRcs-

Tl
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(This article is t he first installment of
a three part series on the issue of "Filipinos
and Affirmative
Action in Hawaii."
A
complete text of this article is available
upon request from TI PROGRESIBO)
Last March, Rep. Eloise Yamashita-Tungpalan introduced
House Resolution (HR)
297 "Requesting A Study of the Representation of Filipinos in State Government Employment."
The resolution calls on the
office of the Legislative Auditor to "report
its findings and recommendations" to the
1984 Legislature.
Citing the June 1980
report of the State's Office of Affirmative
Action (OAA), H.R. 297 points out that
"Filipinos compose 12.6 per cent of the
state's labor force, but only 5 per cent
of the state government work force nnd
are consistently
underrepresented
in all
but a few department and job categories ... "
FILIPINOS TURN OUT FOR HR 297 HEARING

Despite the short notice about the hearing ·
on the resolution conducted by the House
Judiciary
Committee,
many concerned
members of the Filipino community showed
up on the evening of April 9 at the Legislature. Among those who gave testimonies
in support of HR 297 were Nune Medallon,
president of the Oahu Filipino Community
Council (OFCC); Helen Toribio of the Filipino
Immigrant
Rights
Organization
{FIRO);
Dr. Amy Agbayani, director of Operation
Manong at the UH; Ray Camacho of the
Union of Democratic Filipinos (KDP); and
Johnny Verzon of the Filipinos Against
Discrimination in Employment (FADE).
Most of the Filipinos who spoke at the
hearing criticized the state for its apparent
lack of commitment to affirmative action.
The figures cited by HR 297, according
to KDP's Ray Camacho, "only confirm
the suspicions that most people in the community have felt all along: that, despite
the creation of an Office of Affirmative
Action, the state has done very little to
alleviate the problem of ethnic imbalance
in its hiring practices."

MfFIKSt!

'

THE HISTORY OF THE STRUGGLE FOR
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

While the issue of affirmative
action
has received a great deal of attention from
a growing number of Filipinos and non-Filipinos in the state, the majority of Filipinos
in Hawaii, including many of its community
leaders actually know very little about
the issue and history behind it.
The upcoming convention of the OFCC
in June is planning a panel discussion and
workshop on affirmative action to educate
its members and make them better informed
about the issue.
The lack of knowledge about affirmative
action is due in large part to the fact that
many Filipinos in Hawaii are recent immigrants and are not familiar with the laws
of their newly-adopted
country.
Many
immigrants, including long-time residents
in Hawaii, are not aware of their rights
to challenge discriminatory
practices
of
their employers, whether in the public
or private sector. Nor have most immigrants
ever heard of the Civil Rights Movement
which took place from the 1950's to the
early 170's. Thus, it is not surprising that
very few Filipinos have publicly challenged
practices of discrimination that they experience.
Added to this dilemma is the fact that
most Filipinos do not know where or whom
to go to when they experience discrimination.
Thus, many remain · siient, 11eat their pride,"
and accept whatever job they can get in
order to survive.
Feeling powerless, most Filipinos shake
their heads and say, 11Whnt do you expect?
We are only immigrants and visitors here.
ff we complain, we will only get in deeper
trouble Too much humbug!"
There are also people in the Filipino
community, not a few of whom represent
themselves as public leaders, who deny
that discrim ination exists in Hawaii. These
individuals ofte n point to themselves as
examples of success 9:nd hardwork. They
tell the few Filipinos who have spoken
(continued to p. 11)
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(from p. 3)
lPACE) and the Ota Camp/Makibaka Village
Association of Waipahu, who took up the
fight for low-income housing. Among_ ~he
group s active in educating and organ~zmg
Filipinos and non-Filipinos around the issue
of U.S. support for the Marcos dict~tqrsh!P
are the Committee
for Human Rights m
the Philippines (CHRP), the Friends of
the Filipino People (FFP) and the Mov~i:n~nt
For Free Philippines (MFP). The F1bpmo
Immigrant
Rights
Organization
(FIRO)
has been formed ..iedicated to def ending
immigrants against all forms of discrimination. In the la st few years, 1-'ilipino youth
and students have begun addressing issues
affecting them, and formed Sariling Gawa ,
which include many of the various Fil-Am
Clubs in high schools and college throughout
the state.
Similar grnups have emerged
to mobilize
community
support
around
the special needs of Filipino immigrants
in education as well as affirmative
action
in employment.
In the political arena, an increasing number
are becoming involved in the
electoral
field.
This is reflected
by the
relatively
large number of Filipinos who
ran for office and won in the recent election.
of Filipinos

RESOLUTIONS

NOT

What we are beginning to witness today
is a resurging and revitalized
movement
of progressive
Filipinos both young and
old, which traces its roots from the struggles
of the Filipinos who first set foot on these
islands.
Establishing
this historical
link
to the earlier movement of Filipinos, to

Filipinios

and Affinnative

Action •••

(from p. 10)
out and challenged
the boat. 11

the

11

emulate
the
courage
and commitment
of Manlapit and Damaso, is the challenge
that faces the new Filipino leadership of
the 1980's and 1990 1s.

1
OFCC
s 25th Anniversary•.•

NICE
SOUNDING
ENOUGH

•

state

"don't

rock

However, a number of Filipinos who
have experienced
discrimination
at the
hands of the state, such as those who spoke
out at the hearing on HR 297, have forced
the state to examine its employment hiring
practices.
AFFIRMA TlVE ACTION A PRODUCT
OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

The centuries of racism in the United
States have institutionalized
a phenomenon
in American society whereby a sector of
the American people (mainly the non-whites)
have been systemmatically
denied equal
rights in employment,
education,
housing
and every other area. Since the days of
Black slavery and the genocide against
Native American people, racism has come
to be one of the most prominent features
of American life. In all of its most blatant
and subtle forms, racism is one of the most

Unfortunately,
the so-called
leadership
in the community has too often chosen
not to support the efforts of these new
progres sive organizations
and individuals.
As a result~ progressive-minded and politically-active Filipinos have pursued a course
outside of org·anizations like the OFCC,
which, in their eyes, is no more than a.
"paper tigcr"- 11all talk and no action ••.11
Annual conferences
that produce nice
sounding resolutions are not enough. We
need action and effective leadership that
can mobilize the vast energies and potential
of the Filipino community.
Successful
conferences
depend on the
quality of discussions and input of the membership as well as the kinds of resolutions
and positions taken up by the drganization.
However,
a more important
barometer
for measuring the effectiveness of an organization is its success in implementing the
decisions of the convention and making
the resolutions a reality.
Given the sorry recm·d of the OFCC
in the past 25 years, however, it is unlikely
that it will achieve uny of its stated goals
and resolutions.
The follow-up and effort
demanded by its ambitious goals and resolutions necessitates n drastic departure from
the kind of leadership it has been accustomed
to in the past two decades. It will require
leadership who are not afraid of controversy
and are willing to wage the kind of fight
needed to overcome the issues and problems
confronting Filipinos in Hawaii. A lesser
change is unacceptable.

pressing
problems
people today.

facing

the

American

Hawaii, which eventually became a part
of the U.S., was hot immune from developing
its brand of racism.
In 01·der to fulfill
their labor needs, the sugar planters-who
were decendents of American missionaries -developed
a conscious racist policy of
importing workers of different races and
nationalities from all corners of the world.
The sugar planters placed these immigrants
in segregated
plantation
camps.
They
pitted one group against another in order
to keep workers disunified and l?Oorly paid.
Work assignments and pay were made according to race or nationality. The racist working
conditions continued until just after WWII,
when the IL WU successfully
organized
longshore and plantation workers into one
union. Their slogan was "an injury to one
is an injury to all. 11

It was not until the 1950's and 1960 1s
that a general challenge was raised nationally
against all the traditional
strongholds of
racism. Beginning in the South as a challenge
to the hated "Jim Crow" laws (the laws
(continued top. 13)
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cuts in social programs, is aggravated by
the worst economic recession this country
has ever experienced
since the Great
Depression of the 1930 1s.

• Employer Sanctions:
This provision
is supposedly
to
hnl t th e now
of
undocumented or illegals into the country
by penalizing employers who "knowingly"
hire undocumented workers. Such sanctions
are rarely enforced,
although e mployers
use ttie "threat"
of sanctions
to fire
undocumented worker s at will . Employers
could also further
discriminate
against
other
non-white
minorities
who appear
11
foreign looking."

It is in the context of the current political
and
economic
climate
that
the
Simpson/Mazzoli Bill has emerger:J as one
solution government and business leaders
are offering to the American people. Once
again, an anti-alien hysteria is being whipped
up to blame immigrants for the record-high
unemployment, for "ripping-off" the welfare
and public heal th systems, to 11free-loading 11
on the public education in this country
at the "expense" of the American taxpayers.

Simpson-Hazzoliand Immigrants••.

• Restrictions
on Political Asylum: Not
only
does
Simpson/Mazzoli
deal
with
labor-related
immigration
issues, but it
also ventures into the controversial arena
of political asylum. The bill woulq limit
the time that refugees
from countries
like Haiti and El Salvador have to file for
political asylum-just
14 days frolll the
time tney are apprehended.
The effect
of all the restrictions
in this area y.rould
be greater
deportations
of people back
to repressjve countries where they could
face imprisonment or death.
WHAT'S THE REAL
SIMPSON/MAZZO LI?

REASON

BEHIND

It is not an accident that this bill has
come · out this time and is likely to pass.
Despite ,all the rhetoric about the bill as
a "liberal
reform"
of
this
country's
immigration laws, it has acquired many
of the characteristics
of other reactionary
programs under the nume of Reaganomics:
massive cuts in government spending for
social programs while escalating the military
budget to incredibly
record-high
levels
aimed at "regaining" the nuclear edge from
the U.S.S.R.

This
growing
insecurity
among
the
American people, fueled by Reagan's drive
towards war with the Soviet Union and

DO
IMMIGRANTS
UNEMPLOYMENT
AND
WAGES?

BRING

CREATE
DOWN

No. Some of the main sources of the
current
economic
crisis
and resulting
unemployment
are the deterioration
of
heavy industries (steel, auto, etc.), which
has traditionally
employed a large sector
of the work force. An incre!lsing loss of
profit has led to automation, plant closures
and
run-away
shops-industries
seeking
cheaper labor in foreign countries like
the Philippines.
The truth is, immigrants,
particularly
the undocumented,
are often
the victims of viciously g~eedy employers
who want the cheapest labor available.
Thus, these workers end up in America's
agricultural
fields, picking vegetables
or
fruits, often for as low as $13 a day as
in Texas. These are often jobs that U.S.
workers, who enjoy the right to demand
higher wages, do not want.
A large number of immigrants are forced
to work for poor wages and under miserable
working conditions because they have very
little or no legal and political rights.
However, due to the hard times that
has gripped the country, the promotion
of Simpson/Mazzoli has gained the support
of
manv
Americans.
This has been
populariz~d by such campaigns as "Operation
Jobs 11 which swept the country and in which
INS agents raided workplaces to round-up
undocumented
workers,
throw them out
of the country and 11open up jobs for
Americans. 11 Besides
the racist
terror
and hardship inflicted
by this campaign
on undocumented
workers and immigrant
communities, the campaign had the intended
effect of focusing public attention on the
question of immigrant labor and promoting
the view that
immigrants
are largely
responsible
for the high unemployment
in the U.S.
(continued top. 13)
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undocumented workers as the only way
11
protect our borders." Powerful forces
are pushing for quick action on the bill.
This includes the Reagan administration,
national
business interests,
the
Moral
Majority, and even the national AFL-CIO.

Simpson-Mazzoliand Immigrants•••

to

(from p. 12)
OPPOSE THE A'ITACKS ON IMMIGRANTS

The
scapegoating
of
immigrants
represented
by the Simpson/Mazzoli Bill
is an all too familiar part of U.S. history.
Past legislation prevented the immigration
of Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos during
periods
of
high
unemployment
~nd
depressions. During the 1930's Depression,
there were mass deportations of hundreds
of thousands of Mexican workers, many
of whom were legal residents of this country.

Despite
powerful
odds, a movement
nationwide must be built to defend the
rights
of
immigrants
and
oppose
Simpson-Mazzoli. Vocal opposition to the
bill must lead in building this movement.·
Here in Hawaii, the local
Filipino
Immigrant
Rights
Organization
{FIRO)
has joined the national Campaign to Defend
Immigrant Rights (CDIR) and is presently
organizing activities to inform the public
about the bill. Interested persons and groups
should contact Helen Toribio of FIRO for
more information at 847-1535 (days) or
841-6429 (eves), or Lee Tamoria (847-4578).

The targetting
of immigrant labor is
part of a growing racist and . natio~al
chauvinist tide which views the t1ghtenmg
of
immigration
and
crackdown
on

Filipinos and Affinnative Action•••

to millions in America, as many people
came 'to understand the economic, political
and social roots of racism.

(from p. 11)
which institutionalized the legal segregation
of whites and Blacks on the basis of ' separate
but equal'), the Civil Rights Movement
rallied hundreds of thousands of people
tofight. alll forms of racial discrimination.

Among the most important gains won
by the civil rights movement were affirmative action programs in hiring and admission
to higher education.
Victories
against
overt
segregation
were important,
but
they meant little to minority high school
graduates w~o, because of racist hiring
practices and biased college entrance exams,
neither find a job nor continue their education.

The movement, often involving peaceful
protests and marches, was repeatedly attacked by racist police and agents of the
state.
Thousands of people braved racist
tnobs to desegregate schools, buses, restaurants and other public facilities.

Minorities demanded that these barriers
be broken and that special efforts be made
to overcome the effects of generations
of discrimination.

people died, victims of terrorist
bombings, cowardly ambushes and assassinations.
The great Black leaders, Martin
Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X, were among
those shot and killed during the Civil Rights
Movement.
Yet, the movement sparked
the mobilization of millions in this country
to oppose racism, and many gains were
won in the course of the anti-racist struggle.
Many

With rebellion in many cities and urban
centers on the Mainland in the late 1960 1s
and the growth of a militant minority
student movement, a new push was given
to the need for employment opportunities
for minorities. Students, workers and community groups fought for and won affirmative
action programs which opened up some
jobs, especially in the state and local governments, and which increased minority enrollment in colleges and professional schools.

No longer could public facilities display
"whites only" signs. Segregation of public
schools was outlawed.
Voting rights of
Blacks were restored by banning such practices as the "poll tax." Discrimination in
housing was made illegal.
Most important was the general political
education the civil rights movement gave
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US-RPBases Agreement•••
(from p. 9)
What should be noted about this U.S.
assistance to Marcos is not only the increased
amounts but also the openness on the part
of the U.S. to reveal what that aid is to
be used for.
Department of Defensy and
State Department
briefings to Congress
have explicitly stated that the aid for the
Philippines is to help the Marcos government
check insurgency.
When the Department
of Defense recently announced its decision
to sell a dozen helicopters to the Philippines,
Marcos released
a statement
explaining
the use of these helicopters to increase
the mobility of troops for the current government counter-insurgency
strategy has also
been more explicitly displayed. Philippine
Defense Minister Juan Ponce En rile will

,

periodically come to the U.S. for high-level
consultations with Weinberger "over defense
matters."
A U.S. State Department deputy
official in the Philippines after consultation
with Chief of Staff General Fabian Ver
announced a plan for joint counter-insurgency
efforts with the U.S.
With the escalation of U.S. support for
Marcos and its more direct role in the
latter's
military
affairs,
the fotmdation
is being laid for its eventual direct military
intervention
in the Philippines.
The the
U .s. would respond to the quantitative
advance of the revolutionary
movement
with such urgency confirms its sensitivity
to the Philippines' role as an import pivot
in military defense of U .s. interests in
the region and internationally.

Coming Events
JUNE 10 &:
&: Saturday)

11

(Friday

Oahu Filipino Community
Council
(OFCC)
25th
Convention:
McCoy
Pavillion,
Moana Park, Honolulu.

Annual

At
Ala

JUNE 15 (Wednesday)
Update
on
CJDV
Civil
~ At ILWU Local 142
Memorial Hall, 451 Atkinson
Dr.,
Honolulu
(park
on
street or back lot off Kahakai
Dr.)

JUNE 25 (Saturday)
Nuclear Free . 6: Independent

Pacific-Hawaii,

Dinner

Program:
1212
University
Ave.,
Honolulu
(Chicken
Plate
served
5:30-7:30
p.m., Entertainment - 7:009:00
p.m.,
Donation:
$5
adults, $2.50 - 12 l:l. under.) ,

Union of Democratic Filipinos (KDP)
P.O. Box 17381
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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Ethnic Studies
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